Chapter One
Rent Money
The bacon and eggs smell good, and I watch as my
beloved child, attracted by the aroma if nothing else,
slouches into the kitchen. Picking up a slice of toast,
his eyes scan the table for the butter. It’s still in the
fridge, and the thought of having to reach for it
suggests the possibility that maybe he doesn’t want it
unless somebody else fetches it for him. Like getting a
job or doing something constructive, the notion is
sometimes greater than the action. Sure, he wants
employment and lots of money, but why does he have
to

actually

do

something

about

it?

Why

can’t

somebody just give him the money? I remember
clearly how it felt at that age, but how I actually
motivated myself to get what I wanted all seems a
little hazy. What was it that sparked me off, got me
thinking that I not only wanted but actually needed to
become an achiever in life?
The smell of the breakfast I am cooking recalls
memories, and as I scoop an egg out of the pan I can
almost hear my own mother’s voice telling me to eat
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whilst it’s hot. Her occupation was that of a housewife
and she was proud of it. She was the lady of the
house who kept it and us clean and tidy, while my
father brought in the money. Today, my own wife
goes out to work instead. Not so much for the
financial reward, but more for her own independence.
She would be the first to admit to enjoying every
minute of her career as a psychotherapist, practising
various forms of hypnosis, relationship counselling
and a multitude of other fractions that people ask her
to help them deal with. Every minute that she spends
in her counselling rooms is a joy to her and she
wouldn’t change her life for the world.
So here I am. Placed in what could be termed
as a luxury waterfront home, complete with my own
jetty and modestly sized boat, facing the open mouth
to the bay and the sea beyond. To one side of me, the
large floor-to-ceiling windows allow the morning light
to stream into this most modern of living areas. On
the other side is the kitchen of this spacious home, of
which I am proud. Fitted with the latest equipment,
and ample work surfaces, it’s specifically designed in
all its details to cater for the gourmet chef that never
fully developed in me. Before the elaborate stove top
is where I now stand, having seemingly reduced my
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own

life

to

unmotivated

little

more

children.

than

This

a

was

nanny
not

the

to

my
idea;

retirement, after all my hard work, impetuous drive
and commitment, was supposed to be fun.
“Come on, Dad. A man could starve waiting for
you to lay a fried egg on his plate,” said the voice. I
snap back to reality, look at the spatula with the egg
balancing on the end of it and focus on the plate
stretched out towards me by my expectant offspring.
Adding insult to injury, my beloved little girl, whose
shape and size resembles a past overweight work
colleague and no longer my precious little princess,
also slops into the kitchen.
“That smells good, Dad, I’ll have a couple of
them eggs and a bit of bacon as well. Any more
toast?”
The thought of throwing the egg at one of
them enters my mind, but instead, I slap the egg on
the plate and ponder my next move. A quick glance at
the pair makes it obvious that their own switches are
turned off to all subjects, other than food to fuel their
thoughts on how hard it all is for them. Maybe if they
spent as much time focusing on their direction in life
instead of how much gel it took to spike up their hair
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or straighten their curls, they might at least not look
so hideous to me.
Something inside me snaps. “I’m not the
cook,” I say with dignity, “or your servant. I’m your
father, and as your father, I’ll inform you that as of
now, both of you will be expected to start paying
rent.” Their reaction was instant.
“WHAT!” A look of utter horror grips their
faces, and like a light bulb bursting into action, their
switches dive into overdrive, generating excuses
which propel themselves towards me like verbal
diarrhoea.
“Enough! No more excuses. You are both old
enough to get a job and pay your own way. Expecting
Mum and I to cover your expenses at your ages is just
not acceptable.” Daughter Mary looks me directly in
the eye.
“I’m still at school and have to study every
night,” she sneers. “How am I supposed to pay rent?”
“You are at Uni, for God’s sake. All your class
mates pay rent to somebody, so why not you?”
“Okay, Dad,” Jeremy butts in. “I can see you
have a point, and I am prepared to go along with it.”
This unexpected answer is as big a shock to me as is
the look of disgust on Mary’s face. Slowly closing my
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jaw from its drooping position, I stare at him,
wondering why I hadn’t brought the subject up
earlier. All the same, just to be sure, I ask that allimportant question. “I beg your pardon?”
“I’m saying that I agree with you. Maybe it’s
not all that fair that at our age you should be paying
for everything.” The smell of burning fills my nostrils
and I turn to scoop the blackened bacon out of the
pan. Still bewildered, I place it on Jeremy’s plate.
“You are such a jerk!” Mary hisses at her
brother. “Have you gone mad?” Jeremy ignores her as
he munches on his toast, suspiciously eyeing his burnt
bacon.
“So how much are you thinking of offering?” I
ask candidly. Mary watches Jeremy as he ponders a
reply whilst staring at the ceiling. A long ten seconds’
silence ticks past.
“Oh, I don’t know,’ he finally utters. “I suppose
I wouldn’t mind cutting back by say, twenty percent,
in order to help out.”
“Cutting back?”
“On my allowance.”
“Allowance! What allowance?”
“Don’t tell me you don’t know mum pays us an
allowance,” says Mary.
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Disbelief contorts my expression as a feeling of
betrayal fills my soul. Worse still is the realisation that
they can afford to cut back their allowance by twenty
percent and still happily survive under my roof. The
next

few

minutes

pass

in

silence

as

I

stand

speechless, observing them as they devour what’s on
their plates.
“Right,” says Jeremy. “Time to go.” Picking up
anything left on their plates which they can carry, the
pair of them disappear, leaving me holding the frying
pan and spatula. My own switch totally disconnected,
in a pitiful attempt to protect my sanity, I find myself
asking why I had no knowledge of their allowances.
Or indeed, how much money they might be currently
collecting out of my back pocket. The idea of delving
into my bank records for unaccountable discrepancies
seems pointless. I know full well that I have long lost
track of what is or is not in the account, other than a
general figure.
How did I ever get to be in such a position,
feeling as though I am doing little more than floating
from day to day, allowing life to pass me by? When
did I start believing that it was my turn to stand back
and

give

others

a

chance?
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enterprising, with bounding energy and overwhelming
drive, yet here I stand, switched off to the real world
with a greasy frying pan in one hand, an equally
soiled spatula in the other, dirty plates on the table
and a messy kitchen to clean. Within me is the sinking
feeling of having been downgraded from entrepreneur
to cook, cleaner, gardener and general handy man
around the house, all in less than a year. The
frightening question is: how could this have happened
so fast?
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